supporting your community through cornea donation

THANK YOU
Your attention to these matters helps us ensure safe corneas for transplant.

Some guidelines straight from the FDA for when you encounter these situations:

**BLOOD SAMPLE**

Use 2 RED/TIGER, not gray, tubes.

Check the DATE for expiration — call us for new ones.

MUST use VEIN or ARTERY blood, not cavity blood.

A MINIMUM amount of blood is required, 2mLs of SERUM.
CLOTHED DONOR

SightLife technicians MUST perform a full body exam, looking for high risk behavior like:

- IV drug use
- Homemade tattoos
- Signs of AIDS/HIV/Hep and sepsis

In this case, they will request **AUTHORIZATION/DIRECTION** before proceeding with the full body exam.

VITREOUS SAMPLE

SightLife technicians will draw vitreous fluid. It will be in a SightLife vitreous bag on the **LEFT ANKLE**.
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